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We study here the asymptotic behavior of solutions to the Cauchy 
problem 
u, + f(u), = 0 (I) 
tJ II=0 = d(X)? (2) 
where f(u) E C3 is strictly convex and initial data $(x) are bounded 
measurable functions on the real axis. In [l-4] the authors systematically 
studied the global structure and the generic properties of solutions U(X, t) to 
the Cauchy problem (l), (2). Lax [S] proved that if the initial data $(x) have 
compact support, the solutions U(X, t) decay to an N-wave in L’; Quinn [8] 
gave a different proof of this result for piecewise smooth solutions; DiPerna 
161 showed that the solutions U(X, t) decay to an N-wave in L’ at the rate 
f-I’*. Lax [ 71 obtained the result that when the bounded measurable initial 
data 4(x) are integrable on the real axis, the solutions u(x, t) decay to zero in 
L”O at the rate f- v2 and when the initial data 4(x) have compact support, the 
total variation V c_m,+mp) u(., t) decays to zero at the rate tpYZ. All of the 
above articles are concerned with initial data 4(x), which tend to zero as x 
tends to infinity. In this article, under some restrictions on the initial data 
Q(x), we obtain that when M, > M,, where M, = lim,,,, $(x), M, = 
lim,,_ m 4(x), the total variation of the solution u(x, t) decays to the constant 
lM, - M,I at the rate t- “* and that solutions u(x, t) decay to an N,-wave 
N,(x, I) at the rate I- y2 in L’, where the N,-waves N,(x, t) are piecewise 
smooth solutions which only have two shock waves, x = x,(t), x = x,(t). and 
N,(x, t) = Ml, x < x,(t), 
=M,, x > xr(t). 
On the other hand, when M, > M,, we can obtain more precise estimates on 
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the decay law of solutions u(x, t) in L’ and the total variation. In this article 
we also study the asymptotes of the shock waves of the solution u(x, t) and 
the invariant functionals. 
We define 
G(x, ty) = Qo(y) + t. h (3) 
where h is the conjugate function of the function f, -co < x < + co, t > 0, 
-co < Y < + a, @o(Y) = lo’O(O a 
Next let y’(x, t) and y-(x, t) denote the maximal point and the minimal 
point of y at which G(x, t, y) assumes its minimum. As shown by Lax [5], 
the solution u(x, t) has the explicit representation 
u(x, t) = b ( 
x-y’(x,t) 
1 t ’
where b is the inverse function of a = f’. 
Since there is a constant M such that Id(x)] < M (therefore 1 u(x, t)] < M) 
and f is strictly convex, there exist K- > 0, K, > 0 such that 
K <&, x- Y’(X,O -\ 2 ( t 1 
= + h”(a(u(x, t))) 
1 
= 2f”(U(X, t)) GKt ’ 
--co<x<+oo, t>O. 
Let 
K= max 
I ( 
&, x - Y’b 4 
)I 
If (3Yu)l 
--a)<%< +a, t = ,:%f df”(u))3 * 
I>0 
First of all, we consider the situation Cm,+-, $(x) = M, > M, = 
lim x-t co d(x): 
THEOREM 1. If lim,,, w I 0) - M, I fi = 0, lim,+, l)(x) - 
M,I m= 0; @M,(X) = 1; ($63 - MA d4 and @M,(X) = J; (Q(T) - M,) & 
have finite limits QM,(+co) and @,,(-a~) as x tends to +co and -CO, 
respectively; and M, > M,, then all of the shock waves of the solution u(x, t) 
have the same asymptote, 
Proof: It follows from Li Bang-he [3] that all shock waves of the 
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solution u(x, t) form only one connected component which also is pathwise 
connected and for any one y(t) of the shock waves we have 
lim t++m Y+(Y(~), t) = + 00, liq,,, y-(y(f), 4 = - 00. 
According to the definition of ~+(y(t), r), ~-(7(t), t) we have 
@cltY+(Yw, Q> + t * h ( 
YW - Y + (Y(t)9 t>
t 1 
= @i&J-(Y(Q, 0) +t . h ( 
YW - v-(Y(t), 0 
t 1. 
Expanding 
h Y(f) - Y+ (YO>t t) and h Y(t) - F(Y(O7 4 
t t 
at a(M,) and a(M,), respectively, we get the representation 
y(t) = fWJ - fPr) t + %fjY+tYo)t 0) - %I(Y-tY(f)'t>> 
Ml-M, M,-MM, 
1 
+ wf,--M,) 
YW - Y+(Y(a t> - ofr)t 
t 
x (r(t) - Y’(YW~ 4 - 4w>~>2 1 - 
t w4, - M,) 
YW - Y- (YW9 0 - 4M,P 
t 
x (Y(O - Y-(Y(Ov 4 - 4MY)* 
t 
It is easy to see that 
YW - Y'(YW9 0 - 4Mr)t 
t 
= 4#(Y +(Ya 0)) - a&f,) 
= ~‘twtY+tY(o~ 0) - MA 
= o(l), 
YW - v-(r(t), 0 - +fJf 
t 
= o(1). 
Therefore, 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
y(t) = fWJ - fefr) 
M,-MM, 
c + o(t). (8) 
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Substituting (8) into (6) and (7), we have 
Y + W), 1) = i 
f(MJ - fPr) 
Ml-M, 
- a(M,) ) t + o(t), 
Y- (y(t), t) = ( 
fW,) - J-W,) 
M/-M, 
- a(M,) t + o(t). i 
(9) 
(10) 
Sincef”(u) > 0, we know 
Substituting (9) and (10) into (6) and (7), respectively, and noting the 
assumptions lim,., co 1$(x)--M,I \/5;=0 and lim,+-,I~(x>-~M,\ fi=O, 
we obtain 
r(t) - Y + (I@)~ 4 - WJt 
t = eN4Y+(Y(% t)) - Mr) 
(11) 
Substituting (1 1), (12) into (5), we obtain 
r(t) = f(MJ -fM) t + @,(+a4 - @&f,(-) + o(l) 
M,-Mr M/-M, Q.E.D. 
'theorem 2. Zf lim,+, IxI~V(-~,~)#(.)=O, limx++a, /xI~V(~,+~) 
(b(-) = 0, k > $; QM,(+~) and @,,., (-co) exist; and M, > M,, then the total 
variation of the solution u(x, t), b,-,%+,, u(., t), is equal to M, - M,. + 
o(tWk) andfor any jixed 6 > 0, we have 
(u(x, t) - M,I = o(t+), 
for x > AMA-SW,) t + %,(+a’) - %zI(-m) + 6 
M, -Mr M,-Mr 
9 
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1 u(x, t) - M,I = o(t-k), 
f*r x < .fW,) - fWr) t + %f,(+4 - @Ad-=)) _ 6 
M! -Mr Ml-M, 
ProoJ: For any fixed shock wave ye(t) of the solution u(x, t), it follows 
from (9), (10) and the assumptions of Theorem 2 that 
(- 
v 4x7 t> < v 4(*)+ v tit-1 m.+co) (--oo,Y-(~(f).f)l (Y+(m(f),f),+m) 
+ $w(YoW9 t)) - cb(Y+(Yo(o~ t)) 
GM, - M, + ~(t-~). 
From 
y 
0 
(f) = J-W,) - f WJ t + @My(+a) - %,(-a 1 
Ml-M, M, -Mr 
+ 41) 
we obtain that for any fixed 6 > 0 when t is sufficiently large, 
for 
Similarly, 
for 
luk t) -MA < v !H.> 
(Y+(x.f),+ao) 
< v $(a) = Wk), 
(Y+(w),t),+m) 
x > J-W,) - f(M,) + %,I(+d - %,I(-) + 6 
M,-M, M/-M, 
Iu(x,f)-MI)< v $(-) = Wk), 
(-m,Y-ob(t),f)) 
x < fWt>-fWr> + %,(+4-@&N -6, 
MI-MM, M/-M, 
Q.E.D. 
Remark. If the assumptions of Theorem 2, lim,,-, jxlk VC-m,x) b(.) = 0 
and limx++m Ixlk Vfx,+oo, #(.) = 0 foi_k > 4, are replaced by the conditions 
that lim,+, lxlk VC--03,Xj 4(e) and limx++m \xJk VCX,+aoj $(.) are bounded 
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for k > f and the remaining assumptions remain the same, we have 
vc-co,+*, ~(.,t)=o(t-~)+M~-M, and 
lu(x, t) -M,I = 0(t-“), 
for x > fW,) - fwfr) * + %f,(+4 - %,(-4 + 6 
M,-M, M,-M, 
3 
/24(x, t) -M,I = 0(t-“>, 
for x < fW,) - f@fr) r + @)M,(+4 - @d-4 _ /?j 
Ml-Mr M,-Mr 
THEOREM 3. If lim x-1+00 I#@)-MA lxIk=O, lim,+-, 19(x)-M,I 
Ixlk=O, where k > 1, I$‘(x)xl <MM, < +co and M, > M,, then 
I= 1’ 
00 
)u(x,t)-MM,/dx+ ~+m~~(~,~)-Mrldx=o(f-k+l), 
‘I 
where 
r = .fWfJ - fWr> t + %,,(+4 - @zw(-~ 1 
M, -Mr Ml-MM, * 
Prooj It is not diffblt to verify that the improper integrals 
@,+,,(--a), @,,,,(+co) exist and lim,,+, 1 QM,(--co) - QM,(x)I xI-~+’ = 0, 
lim A-++00 I%f,(+4 - %&)I lxl- k’* = 0. For any fixed shock wave x = 
y,(t), we have 
y 
0 
(t) = f(M,) - f(Mr) t + %,(+4 - %,(-=J) 
M, -Mr MI-Mr 
+ &l(t)(t-k+') + &*(t)(rZk+'), 
where cl(t)+ 0, Qt)+ 0 as c + +co. 
Let Z<I, +Z,+I,, where 
I1 = 
i 
” I+,t)-M,lh 
-a) 
I,= [+mlu(x,t)-M,[dx, 
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where 
6 
1 
= f W,) - f WJ t + %,(+4 - %f,(-) 
MI-M, M, -Mr 
s 
2 
= J-W,) - f(M,) t + %,(+4 - %I(-4 
M,-Mr M, -Mr 
+ 2(l~l@l + lMN(~-k+‘). 
As in the proof of Theorem 2, the integrand in I, is o(twk), i.e., 
lu(x, t) -M,j = o(tPk); therefore, I = ~(t-~+‘); similarly I, = o(tek+‘). It is 
easy to see that I, = 8M(Jc,(t)l + l.~&)l)(t-~+‘), so Z= o(tpk+*). Q.E.D. 
Remark. If the assumptions of Theorem 3, i.e., limX-+a, l@(x) - M,I 
lxlk = 0, and lim,,-, _ I ((x) - M,I lxlk = 0, where k > 1, are replaced by the 7 assumptions that lim,,,, I&C) - M,I lxlk and hm,+, 1$(x) - M,( Ixlk are 
bounded, where k > 1, then Z= O(tekt I). 
Now we study the situation M, < M,. From now on we study initial data 
#(x) such that --co < a, where a is the minimal of the points at which Q,,,,(X) 
assumes its minimum, and /3 ( +co, where /3 is the maximal of the points at 
which QM,(x) assumes its minimum. We may assume without loss of 
generality that a < 0 <p and f(M,) = f’(M,) = 0. 
It is known from Li [3] that for any M, < 2) < M,, the set m(v) = {x0 lx, 
are the minimizing points of a,(x) = 1; (4(r) - v) dx} is nonempty, but for 
u ( M, or u > M, the set is empty. m(v) is a closed set. When m(u) is 
nonempty, m(v) and e(v) denote, respectively, the minimal and maximal 
members of m(v). For any V, ( v2, if both m(ul) and m(vJ are nonempty, 
then A(u,) Q m(uz). & = U,,, m(v) is a closed set. AH = ((y,,, V) E R* 1 y, 
is the minimizing point of G(y) - uy} is a closed set. For any (x, t) E LXO,, = 
{(x, t) lx =x0 + a(v)& t > 0}, y’(x, t) =x0 if and only if x,, E m(v). A’-= 
u LA-0” is a closed set in H={(x,t)I--oo<x<+co,t>O}. The 
co~~~~~ components of H -X: H, = ((x, f) I -co < x < a + a(M,)t, 
t>O} ... Hi = {(X, t) 1 XO,i + a(ui)t < a < X& + a(u,)t, t > 0) *** Ho = 
{(x, t) / j? + a(M,)t < x ( +co, t > 0} correspond to the connected 
components of R -1: (-KS, a),..., (xci, x,&) .. . (/3, +a~), respectively, 
where a < ~0,~ <x,& , < p. All the shock waves of the solution u(x, t) in Hi 
form one connected component and they have one common asymptote, x = 
(x,$ + x&)/2 + a(u,)t. All th e s oc h k waves of the solution u(x, t) in H, and 
H, form corresponding connected components. Under certain restrictions on 
the initial data we will give the asymptotes of the shock waves of the 
solution u(x, t) in H, and H,, respectively, and will study the decay law of 
the solution u(x, t) in L’, L” and in total variation. 
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lim Ii(x) -M,I lx13 = OI X-+a: 
lim 1$(x)-M,j/x3/=0, x+-lx 
q5( ) ’ dfl x IS I eren la e or x sufJiciently large and t’ bl f 
lim ix2#‘(x)I = 0, 
x-m 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
then the curve 
is the asymptote of all of the shock waves of the solution u(x, t) in H, and 
the curve 
x=a+a(M,)t- J $ (%I(-~ > - %,(aN Ml 
is the asymptote of all of the shock waves in H,, where 
1 1 
KM, = z h”(aWA) = 2f ,,(M,) T KM, = + h”(a(M,)) = ’ 
2f"WJ . 
Proof: First of all, we prove that there exists T > 0 such that the solution 
u(x, t) is smooth as long as 
a(M,)t + 2 t > T, 
- 
i.e., G(x, l, y), as a function of y, has a unique minimizing point. 
It follows from 
$ G(x, t, y) = -h” a(M,) + 8 
x - y - a(M,)t 
t 
x x - Y - aW,)t 
t + O(Y) --Mu 
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-$ G(x, t, y) = f h” + 4’(Y) 
and (13), (15), that there exists T > 0 such that (a/@) G(x, t, JJ) = 0 has a 
unique solution Y,(x, 2) in (x - 1 - a(M,)t, x + 1 - a(M,)t) as long as 
a(M,)t + 2 + (qLf,(+OO) - @M,(B))f < x < +a, t > T. 
- 
We will prove that for any y E (-co, +CXI) and, y # Y,(x, t) we have 
G(x, t, .v) > G(x, t, Y,). The fact that Y,(x, t) is the solution of (8lay) 
G(x, t, v) = 0 means that h’((x - YJt) = #(Y,), i.e., 
h” 
( 
a(M,) t e 
x - Y, - u(M,)t 
t ) 
x - Y, - a(M,)t 
t = d(YaJ -Mr. 
Noting (13), we obtain #(Y,) -M, = ~(t-“~), x - Y, - a(M,)t = ~(t-‘/~), 
QM,(t co) - QM,(Yoo) = o(t- ‘). Therefore 
e,(x,~)=r.~(x-~y~)+~,(Y,)-cP~~tco) 
- M,(x - u(M,)t) - t * h(u(M,)) 
= + h” 
( 
u(M,) + e 
x - Y, - u(M,)t 
) 
. (x - yco - 44)t)2 
t t 
- (@hfI,(+4 - %M,(Y,)) = o(t-‘). 
( 1) Asssume 
is one of the minimizing points of G(x, t, y). 
Consider 
‘3~ t, 1) - G(x, t, Y ) 
u(A4,) + e x - Y1- dM,)t (x - Y1- a(M,)q2 t t 
- eo& 0 - mf,(+4 - @M,(Yl)) 
This is a contradiction. 
409/03/2-2 
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(2) For any 
we have 
G(x, 1, Y,) - W, t, Y,) 
u(M,) + I9 x - Y1- 4M,)f 6 - Y, - ef,)02 
t t 
-c&t)- 1 O” W)-M,)& Yl 
> K-(P) - o(t-‘) > 0. 
(3) For any y1 > x + a(M,)t + 1, as in part (2) we have G(x, t,y,) > 
G(x, f, Y,>. 
(4) For any y, </?, using Lemma 6 in [I] we know G(x, t, y,) > 
G(x, t, Y,). 
The above demonstrates that for any shock wave y(t) in H, we have the 
inequality 
p + a(M,)t < y(t) < a(M,)t + 2 (16) 
as long as t > T. 
Now we study the asymptote of any shock wave y(t) in HD. Let 
We have 
where 
x r(t) - ey- w9 0 - (1 - 4P - 4w)t 
t * (Y-w, t) -a 
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I, = + h” ( a(M,) + 8, 
lo> - Y’W9 0 - 4M,)t 
t 1 
x (I+> - Y+ (r(t)7 4 - wf,P)2 
t 
, 
14 = @M,(Y+ (Y(t), 0) - @M,(i- Kl). 
Since t . h((y(t) - y)/t) t Q&J) assumes its minimum at y-Q(t), t) and /I 
is the maximal of the minimizing points of Q,,,(x), we have, by (16), 
0 > -(I1 -I- 1,) 2. @M,(Y- (Y(t)9 t)> - @M,W 
- 4K+ J jg (@M,(-t4 - @M,(P)) t-l W(YW, t) --Pi - 
i.e., 
0 G %f,(Y-w)~ t)) - @M,(P)) 
<4K+ zi- $ mf,(+4 - @M,(P)) t-l b-bm 0 -PI* 
Therefore, we have lZ,l = o(t-1’2) and \I,( = o(tpv2). 
In order to estimate I, and I,, we first prove that 
Y+ MO9 0 >, $ + mf,(tm) - @M,@))t - 1 (17) 
M, 
as t is suffkiently large. Otherwise, there exists a sequence {t,} such that 
lim n++m t, = too and 
J $ (@M,(+OO) - @M,(P)) t, - ” 
But we have 
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Let t tend to infinity; we obtain 
It follows that 
r(4J - 4Mr) t, > 2 J j$ @%,(+4 - @M,(B)) 4l - 
as t suffkiently large. This contradicts (16). 
Therefore, it follows from (13) and (17) that 
1131 <K+ W0(v+MO, t))) - d4>>* 
= K, t . o(y+(y(t), t))-3 = o(t-“‘), 
14 I = dY+(y(o, N2 = o(t- ‘1. 
Therefore, we have 
I= Q&(+03) - q&3) + o(t- V2). 
(18) 
On the other hand, we have 
1 = + (2X1,, + o( 1)) (At) - p ; u@fJt)2 ; 
therefore, 
I$> - B - 4M,P = fi J 
p&.&(+00) - QrM,(P)) + O(t-1’2) 
Kwr+41) 
= JTJ;+ o(ty (19) 
Using (19), we have 
I=;2K,, w - P - 4w02 ~‘3’Gwr)) + 41) 
t 3! 
x W) - P - 4WQ3 
t2 
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X (%f,(+4 - @M,w>“* + o(t- u*) 
K,)3’2 fi 
Noting (lg), we obtain 
YW - P - 4Mr)t = 
4 
i 
h’%(w)) 
@&f,(+cQ WM,W 3, ( 
@M,(+=w@M,(P) 3’2 
K Mr ) t-*+0(t)- y2 
K M, i 
l/2 
= $ (@&+a) - tDM,(/?)) - ++ h(;pyy) 
‘VI ‘+f, 
i.e., 
y(t) - p - a(M,)t =4 & (%,(+a~) - %,,(B))~ + f &,rf’3’(W 
x PL.(+m) - @M,(P)) + 41). 
Similarly, we can obtain the asymptote of all the shock waves in H,. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4, there is a T such that 
the solution u(x, t) is smooth us long us 
-a3 < x < u(M,)t - & (@M/e@ - %/wW + &MY t > T, 
MI 
j$- (@&,M,(+a) - @M,(P))(l + &) < x < +O”, 
M. 
t > T, 
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where E = Ct- “* and 
C=max 1, 
( 
w&P + Gfr lf’3’wl e&,(+4 - %f,W)) 
d%f,(+ 00 > - @M,(P) 
3 
3KY2(-o + KM, lf’“@f,)I (@h&W - %,(a))) 
d@P,,(-00 1 - @h&4 1. 
Under the assumptions of Theorem 4, we will prove that the total variation 
of the solution u(x, t), V(-m,-mj~(., t), decays to M, - M, at the rate t-“; 
and the solution u(x, t) decays to an N, wave -N,(x, t) in L. ’ and La’ at the 
rate t- V2 , where the Nm wave, N,(x, t), is the solution of the Cauchy problem 
u, + f(u), = 0, (1) 
24 II=0 =f@x>, (2’) 
where 
f&-d = M, 9 x,<a--1, 
= Ml + @P,l(a) - @M/6=4, a-l<x<a, 
=Mp x=a-0, 
= I(x), XEdf, 
= vi, Xoyi < X < Xg+,(, 
. . . 
=M,, x=/l-o, 
= Mr + %fJ+4 - %f,m P<x<B+l, 
=M,, P+l<x. 
It is easy to see that F(x) satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 4. The N@ 
wave in H is divided into three parts by the two shock waves emanating 
from x = a - 1 and x =/I + 1, which have, as asymptotes, 
x=a+a(M,)t- 4 j$ (%I(-a) - @,l(a))l MI 
- fG,S(3WJ(@M,(-~) - %&)I 
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and 
respectively. On the left, N,(x, t) = M,. On the right, N,(x, t) = M,. In the 
middle, N,(x, t) is a continuous function. 
LEMMA 1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4, on 
Hi = ((X9 t) 1 X0.i + a(Ui)t < X < Xi,i + a(Ui)tv t > O} 
we have the following estimates. 
V u(*,t)<4K+ xi,i - xO,i t , (20) 
l~~i+a(Ui)l,~~~tita(vi)ll 
( u(x, t) - ui ( < 4K, xo’,i ; % , (21) 
ProoJ For any two points (x1, t), (.x1, t), x1 < xq, we have 
u(x*,t)-u(x,,t)=b ( x,-Y+(x,J) -b “1-Y%J) t ) ( t 1 
= b’(B) 
x2 --Xl + y+cq, 0 - Y+(x,Y 0 
t 
<2K+55. 
(22) 
(23) 
Therefore, for the increasing variation of solution U(X, f) on (Xg,i + U(Vi)t, 
x:,~ + a(~&) we have 
- 
V’ U(‘,O<2K+ xo',i -xO,i 
(~~+afu;)r.~~i+a(uot) 
t * 
We immediately deduce (20), (21), and (22). Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4 for the solution u(x, t) 
in H, and H, we have the estimates 
v u(., t) < Cl t-l’*, (24) 
IBfa(Mr)I,+Lx>) 
I 
+CC 
1 u(x, t) - N,(x, t)l dx < c2 t- I’*, (25) 
4 t U(M,)f 
V u(*, t) < q-l’*, (26) 
(-m,ata(M/)tl 
(27) 
where c, , c,, cj and c, are constants which depend only on f and 4. 
Proof: It follows from (13), (23), and the corollary of Theorem 4 that, 
for t > T, with 
l2 = a(M,)t + J $ P&,(+4 - @*,(PMl + E)C M, 
V’ 4.3 t) 
IB+aw,v.l21 
& (@Mr(+4 - @M,(P))(l + &It -P 
<2K, Mr 
t 
< 2Kt & (@,,,,(+@ - @M,(&)(l + E) t-l’** 
Mr 
Therefore, 
V u(., t) 
ID+a(M,v.sd 
<4K+ $ w,r(+aJ > - @M,(PMl + &It 
M, 
(%,(+a) - @M,@))(l + e t +a(M,)t, t )I I - M, 
= 4K+ +- (%,,(+a) - @&))(I + E)t + o(t-“*). 
Mr 
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It is not difficult to verify, using (15), that for any t > 0, 
V (5fa(M,)f,+m) de, t) < Vc5,+mj $(a) is hmkd uniformly. 
Combining the above results, we have (24). By a similar procedure we can 
deduce (26). 
Let x = y,,(t) be a fixed shock wave in H,, which emanates from 
(y,,(t,), to). Therefore, 
4MAt + J x’ mf,(+4 - @M,(P))0 - &It < YoW M, 
< Qfr) + J f (%,(+4 - cf,(PMl + &It as t>T. Mr 
We have, with 
4-I = 4M,)t + K’- 64#,(+4 - %,(PN1 - Ek 
Mr 
Q=Q,+Q,+Q,, 
where 
Q, =i"' I u(x, t) - &(x9 t)l dx, 
B+awf,)f 
Qz = (Ii I u(x, t) - N&r, t)l dx, 
31 
Q,=~‘“IU(x,t)-&,(x,t)Idx. 
32 
When x E (p + a(M,)t, c,) and t > Z we have 
I u(x, t) - &(x9 t)l 
= 
= I ( 
b, x-su”(x,t)-(1 @P y’(x,t)-P 
t 1 t 
< *K Ial> -a - 0,) f, 
t 
t 
7 
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where I@, = u(y,(t,) - 0, t). Therefore, 
Q1~2K+(y,(t,)-P-~(~,)+t,) 
X y’ $ mfj+4 - @M,(P)) t-l’** 
M, 
When x E (cl, [,) and t > T, it follows from (16) that 
14x3 4 -MA < 4K+ 4; &,(+m) - @J&J@) t-‘. 
- 
Noting 
IN&, t) - M,I < 4K+ J $ (%,(+4 - @M,CB)) t-’ - 
as x < Y&>, 
l&(x, t) - M,l = 0 as x > &t), 
where ye(t) is the shock wave in Nm(x, t), which emanates from p + 1. 
Therefore, 
1&2198K+ $ (%I,(+4 - @M,(P)) t-l'* 
It follows from (13), (15) that 
I Q3 I<I,;; IO(-4 -MA (1 + a’(dW) $‘(x,)t) & = W’>, 
where 
c= & mf,(+4 - @M,(P))(l + &It* ‘+fr 
Because of (13) and (14), I!: 1$(x) - F(x)1 dx is bounded. Using 
J ,‘E,, jI I u(x, t) - N,(x, t)l dx Q J”,‘” 14(x) - F(x)1 dx, we deduce (25) and by 
a simi&r procedure we can obtain (26). Q.E.D. 
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THEOREM 5. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4, for the solution 
u(x, t) we have the estimates 
(28) 
i +y4(x, t)-fv,(x,t)Jdx<D,t-v2, (29) -cc 
where D,, D, are constants depending only on f and 4. 
ProoJ: Noting U(X, t) = N@(x, t) as long as (x, t) E JIT, from (20), (24), 
(W, and (22), (25), (27) we immediately deduce (28) and (29), respectively. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark. By virtue of the ordering principle by Doug& [9], in order to 
get the results in Theorem 5, it is not necessary that $(x) be differentiable; it
is enough that there is $*(x) which satisfies the corresponding assumption of 
the above theorems and for some L > 0, 
l~“(x)-MrI2I4@)-M,I and v*(x) - WW) - Mr) 2 09 
a.e. for x > L, 
l#*@-M,I>I4(x)-MII and (4* (xl - M,M” (xl - Ml) > 07 
a.e. for x < -L. 
We remark that if the improper integrals jofrn (Q(x) - M,) dx, 
J‘, O” (0) - M,) d x exist and /? is the maximal point of the minimizing points 
of QM,(x), /3 < +co, a is the minimal point of the minimizing point, --co ( a, 
M,<M,; then 1, = pyw (u(x, t) -M,) dx,..., 
(“(xY t, - vi) dX,*.., I,= JiE(,+f,)f 
Ii = ($;$;j;; 
(u(x, t) - M,.) dx are invariant functionals 
of the solution U(X, t). 
Recently, we learned that Dafermos [lo] and Tai-ping Liu [ 1 l] had done 
some work somewhat similar to that of this article, but with different 
methods. 
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